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Abstract

The one-dimensional code PETROS computes the transport of water, water

vapor, an inert gas, and heat through a partially saturated porous medium.

The mass flux of liquid water is driven by gradients in saturation, tempera-

ture, and gas pressure as well as the force of gravity. Gas transport

includes effects due to Knudsen diffusion and binary gaseous diffusion of

each gas component, plus Darcy flow of the gas mixture. Evaporation and

condensation are accounted for, both in the fluid mass balance and the heat

equation. This report includes a description of the model assumptions and

the resulting equations, together with the numerical techniques used to

obtain problem solutions. Included also are instructions for r'-

code, and a sample problem.
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NOMENCLATURE

a constant appearing in Eq. (1)

c evaporation rate coefficient [Eq. (3)]

c specific heat at constant pressure (kg

DvK Knudsen diffusion coefficient (m

Dva molecular binary gas diffusion coefficient (ms)

F evaporation rate (u3)
m s

sr total evaporation rate [Eq. (58)]

g acceleration of gravity (M)

h mass transfer coefficient in Eq. () (2
(kg m s

J mass flux 2
m s

k relative permeability (subscripted)

k Boltzmann's constant (nonsubscripted)

K thermal conductivity (m)

L latent heat of vaporization (Jg)
m molecular mass (kg)

n geometry indicator [Eq. (5)]

p pressure (Pa)

Q heat flux ( -
m s

r position coordinate (m)

R mesh ratio [Eq. (62)]

92 average pore radius [Eq. (24)] (m)

8 saturation

57 constant defined by Eq. (21)

t time (s)

T temperature (K)

total liquid volume [Eq. (59)] (m3)
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Greek

a

Y

C

IC

0

0

mixing factor (Section VI), thermal diffusivity [Eq. (70)]

mass density (kg)

truncation error [Eq. (57)]

absolute permeability (m 2 )

viscosity ins
function defined by Eq. (33)

surface tension (-)

tortuosity factor

porosity

Subscripts

a air

c capillary

I liquid

I quantity evaluated at mesh point i

v water vapor, gas (in the case of At)

0 reference value
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I. INTRODUCTION

The work described in this report was performed by Sandia National

Laboratories as a part of the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations

(NNWSI) project. Sandia is one of the principal organizations participating

in the project, which is managed by the U. S. Department of Energy's Nevada

Operations Office. The project is a part of the Department of Energy's

program to safely dispose of the radioactive waste from nuclear power

plants.

The Department of Energy has determined that the safest and most

feasible method currently known for the disposal of such wastes is to

emplace them in mined geologic repositories. The- NNWSI project is conduct-

ing detailed studies of an area on and near the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in

southern Nevada to determine the feasibility of developing a repository.

PETROS is a one-dimensional finite difference code which calculates the

transport of heat plus three fluid components (water, water vapor, and air)

through a partially saturated porous material. This report includes a

discussion of the model used, the numerical methods, and instructions for

the potential user.

This code was originally written to study the transport of water and

water vapor in a nuclear waste repository. If such repositories are located

above the water table, then the movement of all three fluid components can

become important. Also, change of phase for the water component must be

included because of its role in heat and mass transport. The inclusion of

such a broad range of phenomena has also made the code useful for a variety

of other problems, two of which are the study of porous heat pipes and the

drying of porous materials.

PETROS calculates the time dependent transport of liquid water (due to

capillary forces and gradients of temperature and gas pressure), including

the liquid mass loss resulting from phase change. The treatment of the

binary gas system (assumed to be ifi steady state) includes effects due to

Darcy flow as well as Knudsen diffusion of each gas species and binary

diffusion of one gas relative to the other. This more complete treatment of

the gas phase was motivated by the desire to handle transport in a tight

geological material which displays a small average pore size. Heat
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transport includes conduction, convection by all three phases, and latent

heat effects.

All transport equations except the heat equation have been written in

integral form and then differenced on a stationary Eulerian grid. This

procedure has allowed the solution of problems with extremely steep satura-

tion gradients (i.e., evaporation fronts). Differencing in time is fully

implicit using a predictor-corrector scheme to handle the nonlinear terms.

The time step is controlled internally in order to maintain good solution

accuracy and prevent unwanted instabilities. Provisions have been made for

the inclusion of several user-defined properties such as capillary pressure,

relative permeability, and thermal conductivity. MKS units are used

throughout the code.

Sections I-III of this manual describe the basic physical assumptions

made in arriving at a mathematical model and the resulting differential

equations. Sections IV-VIII cover the numerical methods, the resulting

difference equations, and the content of internally supplied properties

routines. Section IX describes code checkout together with some indication

of expected accuracy. The casual user who is interested only in running the

code should skim over Sections V-VIII and then read the Appendices, where

user Instructions and coding of a sample problem are given and error mes-

sages are explained.
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II. MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

The following is a description of the model used, together with

relevant simplifying assumptions:

1) All modeling is one-dimensional in planar, cylindrical, or spherical

geometry. The porous medium is thus composed of slabs, cylindrical or

spherical shells, each of which may be a different homogeneous and

isotropic porous material. In each case the porous matrix is assumed to

be nondeformable.

2) Liquid motion is transient and is assumed to occur as a noninertial

(Darcy) flow which results from an imposed pressure gradient plus the

force of gravity. The pressure gradient is made up of the following

components:

i) Surface tension effects (capillary forces). Differences in

pressure between the gas and liquid phases are assumed to be

representable in terms of a single function of the form

PC PC(3)(l + a(T-T0 )) (1)

where s and T are the saturation and temperature, respectively.

No hysteresis effects are included, and although pa(s) may be

different for each material, a and T0 are constant and apply to

all materials during a problem. Thus from (1), liquid motion may

result from saturation gradients or temperature gradients.

ii) Effects resulting from gas pressure gradients. Unlike the

derivation of Richard's equation [1], the gas pressure is not

assumed to be constant. Thus liquid motion may be driven by

gradients in the gas pressure. Change of phase is allowed and

included in the liquid mass balance. Darcy's law employs a

relative permeability which depends only on s.

3) The motion of both gas phases is treated as noninertial and steady

state. The latter condition follows from the assumption that gas

velocities are much higher than liquid velocities and equilibration

times are correspondingly shorter. The two gas species are assumed

ideal, and their motion includes the following effects [2):

i) Darcy flow of the combined mixture using a relative permeability

which depends only on s.
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ii) Knudsen diffusion of each component relative to the porous

medium, assuming a single average pore size for each material.

iii) Binary gaseous diffusion of one gas relative to the other. A

constant tortuosity may be inserted if desired for both types of

diffusion.

Change of phase is included in the water vapor mass balance.

4) The rate of phase change is modeled in two different ways which are

subject to user choice. In the equilibrium model, the water vapor

pressure Is set equal to the equilibrium value when liquid is present,

i.e.,

{ (sat(T) (s >s) s(2)

V determined from momentum eqn. (s < sa)

where s is a small but nonzero cutoff saturation. For this case,

evaporation rates are determined from the divergence of the water vapor

flux. The other option is the nonequilibrium model, in which the

evaporation rate is given by

F - cs(psat(T) - pa) (3)

with c constant. For this case pv is determined from the solution of a

pressure equation. Here c must be Increased until the solution no

longer changes (becomes independent of c); as a guide, use c - 10 .

Values of c which are excessively large may cause problems in calcula-

tion caused by the subtraction of two nearly equal quantities [Equation

(3)].

5) Heat transfer is assumed to be due to conduction and convection only,

with dispersion effects neglected. The mixture is assigned a single conduc-

tivity, which may depend on position and time directly or indirectly through

other problem variables. Convection of all fluid phases is included. The

heat equation is solved transiently and includes latent heat effects. The

latent heat of vaporization is allowed to depend linearly on temperature.
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III. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Equations consistent with the modeling assumptions listed in Section

II have been derived elsewhere [3) using volume averaging and mixture

theory, and will only be listed here. The continuity equation for liquid

water is (in one dimension)

as + 1 a (rnJ -F (4)
r

where F is the evaporation rate (mass/vol time) and JI is the liquid mass

flux averaged over the porous material. The geometry indicator n takes on

the value

0 planar geometry
n 1 cylindrical geometry (5)

2 spherical geometry

In accordance with Darcy's law, the flux J is given by

YZKkI [apt 1
Y 9 (6)

ar I

where the force of gravity is in the direction of positive r, and is

generally expected to be set to zero for cases involving curvilinear

geometries. We eliminate p2 in Equation (6) from the definition of capil-

lary pressure:

Pc (s,T) - p - p9. (7)

where p is the total gas pressure

P p PV + Pa (8)

Equation (6) thus becomes

Y ik ap ap19.9I ap c as 3 T caT
9. Ui9 jr as 3r 3T 3r I.j
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We write

p (s,T) - p (s,T) [1 + dlno (T-T0)] (10)

where a is the surface tension and for convenience we set To - 300 K. Then

Equation (9) may be further expanded to read

Yi ck r 1p ia3
- - iiI Sp _ f( c dTnasT - Y (11)

't U1 [ ar ar(T la dT 3r Lj

where f(T) 1 + da (T-To) , (12)
dIT

and p (sTo) has been abreviated to Pc. Equations (3). (4), (5), and (11),

together with the auxiliary functions kgI(s), UM(T), and p,(sT 0 ) thus

specify the liquid transport. The heat transport equation is

Tpe at + (2p * .' n a a - FL(T) , (13)
Pmix at r

where K is the mixture conductivity, L(T) is the latent heat of vaporiza-

tion, and c and J are defined by

/Pt
VA - c 1(114)

-p t pa)

cpv

J - Ja . (15)

Jv

The mixture heat capacity is

Ycpl mx (-)Y McPM + sY cP (16)

where the subscript m refers to the porous matrix. The two gas components

(water vapor and an inert component which we refer to as "air") satisfy the

steady state continuity equation
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1 3r (r Jv) - F
3nr Y

1 aa (rnJa) _ O0
r

The fluxes are given by £2)

(17)

(18)

1(1-3),VDVW PV PVIVKk
J M (- - _ P _4+
v kT 3r UVkT 3r

*(l-s)m 9'D 3P Pg'm2M Kk
J - V V a a v v
a kT Br pVkT

DVK /PVJa
pvic va - PavJ/

r D (a P\ )

3r pD va (P v .Y

(19)

(20)

(21)with yp -

Equations (19) and (20) may be solved for the fluxes:

' (l-s)m D
J = -v V_
v kT

F~a +( J+Kr
[1 Pa

-

va\ Pv
PvDVK Br
p9D va

PVDVicpe9Dva I
ek m p

v v v Br
jikT ar (22)

/B pD DP ]

- (1 5)ff 9Dvc arv + Dvaa ) + P

Ja - L +a kT pvy +1 ~ pD va
1 +a v

Kk M 9 2P
vvA kT a r (23)
iV T 3

Equations (17), (18), (22), and (23) together comprise a set of coupled

nonlinear elliptic differential equations for the two pressures pv and Pa.

The Knudsen diffusion coefficient is given by [2)

D 3 ) kT
Vic 3 V irm

v

(24)
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where 9? is the average pore radius and T the tortuosity factor. The binary

diffusion coefficient Dva is given by [4]

-5 I~\ITY 8 1 2_
D - 2.3 x l0 _) (25)

~4 2
where pO X 9.8 x 10 N/m and T - 256 K. As an aid to the user, an equiv-

alent pore radius for Equation (24) may be obtained from the capillary tube

model

I9R - . -(26)
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IV. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

We first construct the mesh shown in Figure 1. All primary variables

tpvV pas s, and T) are defined at the node points, and all fluxes (J v Jat

and JI) are defined at the midnode points indicated by dashed lines. These

lines represent boundaries of a control volume over which we.shall integrate

the transport equations. Beginning with Equation (4), we have

i+1/2 i+1/2 i+1/2

y a J . vrnsdr + r | rnFdr (27)
t ti-l/2 zi-1/2 i-1/2

where we have multiplied through by r before integration. If we ap-

proximate 3 and F as being plecewise linear and * constant between mesh
points, then the integrals In Equation (27) are

i+1/2 +

J or nsdr s rn 2 (28)
i-1/2 i i 2

i+l/2 Ar + Ar

J rnFdr - riF i i-l (29)
i-l/2 ii 2

where Ari is defined as shown in Figure 1. The correction terms to (28) and

(29) are of order n (Ar). Thus Equations (28) and (29) are quite adequate
Ir

except for curvilinear geometries at positions very near the origin.

Substituting Equations (28), (29), and (11) into (27) gives the difference

equation for s:
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CONTROL VOLUME

I I

I 1
l I I

i-I l I I i+1
I I
I I
I I

1-1/2 1+1/2

&r 1... Ar,

Figure 1. Nomenclature used for numerical grid.
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5i -s -
At

rn 1,' r
ri T i1 r +

-

n 1+ki+1/2

fi-lfiri-l) t r

- - Y g -( Ari a 1 i+1/2

s - s

Ar 1 Ti+1/2
1

dina Ti+l -Ti
- Ii

cli+1/2 dT Ari

ap- S i - Si-l

Is i-1/2 Ar i-l (i-l/;

r i-1/2
ri-1/21Ki-li Pi Pi_1

i-1/2 Ar Q9

dina T -Ti-l1)
2) -cI 1 dT Ar /0 1 i-1i-i_ 1

rF (Ar +Ar l)
2YL -

(30)

The convention of using primes to represent values advanced in time by one

time step At shows that Equation (30) has been differenced in a fully im-

plicit manner. It is conservative in form [5) so that if Fi ' 0 everywhere,

liquid mass is exactly conserved. Boundary conditions of either Dirichlet

or Neumann type may be imposed. For Dirichlet conditions, s(l) and/or

s(IMAX) are specified. For a Neumann boundary condition, the mass flux at i

X or i - IMAX - - (or both) is specified, leading to the boundary

equations

ArX P2 - P1 JPi t
2 1 dp Ar Y ick9

f(T2 ) S1c 3/2
3/ 's 3/2

dino T2 - T1
132dT Ar 1 . (31)
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ArN1 PN -N-1 PN-

8N 8N-i dp ~Ar 1 N-1/2c
(TN-1,2) dst 1/2

diaT N T-1
CIN-112 dT N - - (32)

where N - IMAX is the number of mesh points.

The heat Equation (13) is differenced in a similar manner, by multiply-

ing through by rn and integrating over the control volume shown in Figure 1.

Using the abbreviation

&i - (=Ari-Ycplmix + Ar Yplmixi)

the heat equation becomes

n IaT + c i+1/2 rnJ aT dr 1[rK +1/2

- FL(Ti) 2 (Ari + Ari-1 ) (34)

ZT
Since J is defined at the control volume boundaries, we approximate -r as

piecewise linear between mesh points, so that

i+1/2 T - T i

| rn. 3T dr - i J rn dr
i-1/2 - D rl l/2 i r-1/2

+ T1 ~1 -T f rn dr .(35)

Ar -i+1/2i~~~~~
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This reduces to

i+1/2

| rnJ 'T dri2 J -(Tr - i
i-1/2 -ar' 2 -1-1/21i i-li

1 n2 -i+1/2(T i+ T)r , (36)

where the truncation error is again of order (r) The resulting dif-r
ferenced heat equation is

J* At½
Ti -T L7 [2P +1/2 (Ti. p * - T + (T* - T

Krr

t [i1+1/2 i+1/2 Ar 1 i-1/2 i-1/2 Ar i-

F L(Ti) 2 (Ar, + art l)t
_ _ (37)

The latent heat term has been modeled as

L(T) - + dL (T - T) (38)

with To - 373 K. Equation (37) has been differenced in a fully implicit

manner, and, as is the case with the saturation Equation (29), may be solved

using a tri-diagonal algorithm, provided the nonlinear terms are ap-

propriately treated. As before, boundary conditions for Equation (37) may

be of either the Dirichlet or Neumann type. For Neumann boundary condi-

tions, the heat flux at mesh location 3 or N - - is specified, leading to2 2
either

T -T Ar 1Q 3/22 1 K (39)
3/2
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or

TN - TN-I

arN1QN-1/2K - -,

N-1/2
(40)

Prior to differencing the gas momentum Equations (17), (18), (22), and

(23), we first rewrite those equations in a more compact form using the

following definitions:

! _ ( ) ) p(p ) and d ( )

The fluxes may-then be expressed as

'P
J3 k Jk ar

where

PO' Dva

0 (1 -s ) mDv PV + -c km pv

T1 kT pD . _ kT

PV + Pa9 ' D vaD

(411)

(42)

(43)

01-s)M VDVic Pv

T12 - kT PD

p + P Y + D

ck mVp
PkT

T ( (1-s)m YDv Pa

21 kT p pD
P + sp + Da~a 9' DV

pDva

0(1-s)m 9PD p a+ D
T = - _________ VK
22 kT Pv PDva

Pa +' DVK

Kk Y 2P
lv kT

IV kT

(45)

(46)
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Equations (17) and (18) are multiplied by rn and integrated over the control

volume as before. The resulting difference equations, when expressed in

tensor notation using the definitions (41) through (46) are written as the

single equation

'i+1 I i i-i
n i+1/2 Pk Pk n i-1/2 Pk Pk
1+1/2 jk Arr 1-1/2 jk Ar

= d (Ari + A (47)

In Equation (47), repeated tensor indices are assumed to be summed over.

Since the coefficients Tjk in Equation (47) are functions of the pressures,

we linearize according to

it/ T*/ Oi*1/2i i + - 01 . i±l)1/2 iTl/2 + 1 T (pi + p iTjk jk 2 jk,9. I ii

Here we have used the notation

aT
TJk = ap

(48)

(49)

and the superscript ° refers to values at the last

The final difference equation for the gas momentum

Fo pi+l i
n I i+1/2Pk P kI _- 1 ji-1/2 (pi + 1i+1

ri+142 LTJk Ar 2 k IZ
i~~l Oi~~

;k Pk r _-1/2 Pk - Pk
Ar i-1/2 jk Arnl

time step.

equations is thus

° i p i+l)

1 Oi-1/2 (pi i-l
*~ Tjkti IPi + PI.

I -P k k d~ - (Ar1 + Ar~i (50)

Equation (50) may now be solved using a linear block tri-diagonal

algorithm. It is still effectively nonlinear, however, and iteration must
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be employed until convergence is achieved. Boundary conditions for Equation

(50) are expressed as

(2)
|Pva ,/ 11 EE 128 |Pv + FFI
SPa/E (EE E' EE:() + FF' (51)

( P a ) ( 1 G 2 2 ) P a ) ( H 2 ( 5 2 )

where EE and G are 2 x 2 matrices and FF and H are vectors, all defined by

the user.
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V. MATERIAL INTERFACES

For the equations developed so far, all variables have been treated as

continuous. However, saturation is known to be discontinuous across a

surface dividing two materials with different capillary pressure curves.

This occurs because the liquid and gas pressures (and therefore the capil-

lary pressure) must be continuous across the interface. If the capillary

pressure curves are then different for each material, it follows that a

discontinuity in saturation is required. This discontinuity is numerically

described by defining the saturation at the interface node as the arithmetic

mean of the discontinuous values. That is,

i~~~ (53)

*The continuity of capillary pressure across the interface may be expressed

as

P-(s) - P+(s) (54)

which may be rewritten as

Pg(Ss) - P+(2s - s-) . (55)

Equation (55) may be solved for I1 it s3 is known, and then s found from
+ -

Equation (53). The values 3+ and sa are inserted into the flux expressions,

and are also used for property evaluations.
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VI. TIME-STEP PROCEDURE

The difference equations presented in the last section could be used to

advance the problem in time simply by advancing s, then T, followed by a

pressure solution. However, the strong nonlinear coupling between equa-

tions, together with possible nonlinear boundary conditions, makes this

simple procedure inadequate to prevent numerical oscillations for difficult

problems, even with a carefully controlled time step. Consequently, an

elaborate time-step procedure has been incorporated, which will allow well-

behaved solutions for most problems of interest. In general, problems which

produce high evaporation/condensation rates cause the greatest difficulty

due to the coupling between the gas momentum and heat equations. However,

for some problems a simpler time integration procedure is adequate, and may

be employed according to user option.

Although the user specifies an initial time step, successive time steps

are calculated internally, following, in part, the procedure documented by

Gresho, et al £6]. Upon completing a step, the norm of an effective rela-

tive error is first determined according to

Iy mnEaxJ nn1 ~maxjT -Tn1 .(56)nY | Sln - an- 11 + 300 maln nil (56

where the maximum over the mesh is implied. Then, for a required truncation

error £, the next time step At n+ is estimated from

1/3
Atn1

[3c ;nAt~1
at n+1 'lAtn * (57)

At n+1
The ratio At- is, however, restricted to be S 1.25, and If a value below

n
0.8 is obtained, the entire time step is repeated using the new value Atn+l.

Once the new time step is computed, all variables are advanced in time

using the method described below. Prior to that description, however, some

terminology needs to be defined. "Old" value refers to values of the
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dependent variables at the end of the last successful time step. The next

time step will in general be subdivided into several smaller time steps, and

the solutions at the end of each of these subdivisions are called

"provisional" values for the variables s and T.

Prior to the nth time step advancement, the computed time step At isnNPROV-1
divided by the factor 2 to provide a smaller time step for use in a

predictor-corrector type scheme. The time step is successively doubled with

new predictions of the variables made each time, until the computed time

step Atn is recovered. The overall algorithm is then as follows:

1) set temporary values - provisional values (or old values for first

iteration)

2) advance s and T from the old time to obtain new provisional values

using temporary values in nonlinear terms

3) mix provisional and temporary values linearly as follows to get new

provisional values

PROY - aPROV + (l-a)TEMP

4) solve for pv and Pa using provisional values in nonlinear terms.

Update fluxes, evaporation rates

5) DT - DT*2 until full time step At is recovered.

The reason for this admittedly elaborate procedure is to obtain es-

timates of the advanced variables to use in the nonlinear terms so as to

avoid numerical instabilities. If the mixing parameter a is set to unity,

then the nonlinear terms are always evaluated at the midpoint of the next

time subinterval, as illustrated by the following example: (refer to Figure

2 for time positions)

EXAMPLE: NPROV - 3

evaluation of
iteration At nonlinear terms solution

Atn

1 4 0 O 1

Atn

2 2 1 0 2

3 Atn 2 0 3 (final
solution)
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O 1 2 3
time

Figure 2. Illustration of time integration method (see example).

For values of a less than unity, the nonlinear terms are advanced even more

slowly, as might be necessary to reduce numerical instabilities in problems

with high evaporation rates. Notice that the more standard single-pass

method is recovered if NPROV - 1.

Each edit displays two auxiliary quantities, the total evaporation rate

and the total liquid volume, which can often provide useful information

concerning the solution as well as a check on the numerical accuracy being

obtained during the time integration. They are defined by

.rw J Frndr (58)

'Y f |sr ndr . (59)

These quantities satisfy the equations

Yary + [rn(J +j )]right ' (60)
at v left -0 (60)

,FM [rnJ~ ]right (61)
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where "left" and "right" denote the problem boundaries. For a problem with

mass flux boundary conditions, the displayed quantities srand 'V, together

with Equations (60) and (61), provide a convenient check of the code's mass

conservation. The latter should hold to good accuracy provided that s does

not exceed unity. In that case s is truncated to unity and mass will not be

conserved. For such problems, the degree of nonconservation may be

monitored by watching the transient behavior of 1'.
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VII. MESH GENERATION

The problem region for PETROS consists of IMAX mesh points, with mesh

point 1 representing the smallest value of the coordinate r and IMAX the

largest. The region in between may be divided into NREG regions (1 S NREG S

10), each of which may be a separate material. All boundaries separating

regions are coincident with some mesh point. Within each region, the mesh

spacings must satisfy the geometrical progression

Ari
Air R , (62)

where R may be different for each region. It is advisable that adjacent

mesh spacing ratios (even across region boundaries) stay close to unity (say

within the interval [0.8 to 1.25)), since for large ratios the center of

each control volume is no longer near a mesh point, and solution accuracy

may suffer. More typical values are R - [O.9 to 1.10).

The user may want to determine the mesh size at the ends of a region,

knowing the number of mesh points, the region width, and the zoning ratio,

in order to anticipate the disparity between mesh sizes crossing region

boundaries. To this end, the following formulas are useful for a region of

width x and zoning ratio R. The first zone is of width

CR-i)~
R - 1

Ar1 e (63)

(X , *1
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where n is the number of zones in the region. The last zone is of width

Ar = Ar R (6)n 1
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VIII. INTERNALLY SUPPLIED ROUTINES

Because of the many property functions required to run a problem,

user specification of each function would lead to unreasonable demands upon

the user who intends to run a simple scoping problem. Consequently, the

code may be run entirely from the data file with no other functions or

subroutines supplied, if desired. In this mode, properties are set inter-

nally with scaling accomplished by parameters from the data file. Below is

a list of all internally supplied property routines, including some which

may not be changed by the user (marked with an asterisk). MKS units are

used throughout.

A. Viscosity of Water*

This function subprogram determines the viscosity of water from 293 K to

573 K at saturation using a quadratic interpolator and data table. Outside

this interval, the value used is that at the nearest endpoint. The data

were taken from Eckert and Drake (4I and the Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics (7).

B. Saturation Vapor Pressure of Water*

This function subprogram computes the equilibrium vapor pressure of

water at saturation for temperatures from 293 K to 643 K using a quadratic

interpolator and data table. Outside this interval, the value used is that

at the nearest endpoint. The data were taken from the Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics [7].

C. Knudsen Diffusion Coefficient*

This function subprogram computes the Knudsen diffusion coefficient for

water vapor in a porous material of pore size J? at temperature T, according

to the formula [2]
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D ' 22.8 (65)

where r is the (user-defined) tortuosity factor.

D. Binary Diffusion Coefficient*

This function subprogram computes the binary diffusion coefficient for

water vapor diffusing through air at pressure p and temperature T. Eckert

and Drake [4) give this formula as

D -2.3 x 10-5 9.8 x 104 ( T ) (66)

where T is the (user-defined) tortuosity factor.

E. Liquid Relative Permeability

This function subprogram computes the relative permeability of the

liquid phase according to the formula El]

S -
k- : 5osf (67)

with n and s (the irreducible saturation) input from the data file. The

subprogram limits kg to be S 1. For s S s , kg is set to l.E-9.

F. Gas Relative Permeability

This function subprogram sets the gas phase relative permeability El] to

k 1 - kg (68)

with kgi computed as described above.
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G. Capillary Pressure

This function subprogram computes capillary pressure by evaluating the

Leverett function for drainage [1]. This evaluation is made via quadratic

interpolation from a data table and scaled by a value of capillary pressure

read from the data file.

H. Capillary Pressure Derivative

This function subprogram evaluates the derivative of the capillary

pressure curve, discussed in G (Leverett Function), with respect to s.

Evaluation proceeds using quadratic interpolation and a data table, and is

scaled by the same parameter which scales the capillary pressure curve.

I. Thermal Conductivity

This function subprogram calculates the thermal conductivity of the

multiphase medium consisting of matrix, water, and gas using a simple linear

model

Kmix - Kdry s) sKwet (69)

where Kdry is the thermal conductivity of the matrix plus gas-filled pores

and Kwet that of the fully saturated matrix.
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IX. CODE CHECKOUT

Because PETROS solves a set of coupled nonlinear equations, comparison

with analytic solutions for a complete problem is impossible. In addition,

other established codes which contain the same capability, and which could

therefore provide reliable solutions for checking, do not exist.

Consequently, code checkout has been restricted to comparisons with a selec-

tion of uncoupled problems which check the code a section at a time. Thus,

below we describe comparisons with analytic solutions for heat transfer and

liquid mass transfer separately. Then the vapor transport equations are

checked against published numerical solutions.

A. Heat Transfer

For this test we uncouple the heat transport equation by using a test

problem with zero evaporation rate and zero mass flux. For this case heat

transport takes place through conduction alone. For constant values of

thermal conductivity and specific heat, analytic solutions may be obtained.

We consider the transient problem shown in Figure 3. Initially, the region

between r - 0 and r - r0 contains a solid at temperature T . At t -0 a

fluid at temperature Tf begins flowing past the right boundary while the

left boundary is kept adiabatic. The resulting temperature profile is given

by Eckert and Drake [4) for both planar and cylindrical geometry:

planar

T- T I inA rCos03ir a2t
-2 n (70)

To - Tf nro +s3in~nrcosAnroe
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FLUID FLOW

M__ _ m m _ - m _ _ _ I i
__m m mm m m--Tf

r=O r=ro

ADIABATIC
BOUNDARY

aT-wk 7= h (T(r0)-Tf)

Figure 3. Schematic .or test problem for heat and mass transfer sections of
code.
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with the eigenvalue equation

cot(Ir0 ) AK
I

(71)

where K and a are the thermal conductivity and diffusivity, respectively.

cylindrical

T - T Jo(Xnr) -x2nt

T ~T 2 2o f n-l (Anro + 4)J(AnrO)

with the eigenvalue equation

AK J0(Ar )
h i(tXr J O

(72)

(73)

In Equations (72) and (73), JO and J1 are the Bessel functions of orders 0

and 1, respectively.

We use the following values:

K - Im h - 20 W
n2K

To M 350 K

pcp - 10 5 J3
M3

Tf - 300 K

ro 0.1 m IMAX - 75
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The resulting comparison with PETROS given for r - 0 and r - 0.1 is

presented in Table I for both planar and cylindrical geometry. Times have

been chosen large enough so that at most two terms of the series need be

evaluated. The largest deviation from the analytic solution is 1.2%, in-

dicating a satisfactory numerical solution.

Table I.

__t T(O) Tanalytic(0) % Error T(0.1) Tanalytic l __) % Error

Planar

69.72 349.73 349.67 0.11 330.1 329.87 0.46

944.25 319.1 319.7 1.2 308.97 309.35 0.76

Cylindrical

61.28 349.51 349.23 0.54 329.09 328.94 0.3

549.68 316.61 316.40 0.44 307.40 307.46 0.13

B. Liquid Mass Transport

Although the liquid mass transport equation is of a linear form, it is

normally rendered nonlinear because of the complicated functional form of

the capillary pressure, relative permeability, etc. We may, however,

produce a linear equation identical in form to the heat equation by choosing

simple functional forms or constants for these quantities. The saturation

equation thus takes the form

(L ) (74)at 'L n Bar ar
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dP
where we have set a -

Equations (4) and (9).

that sketched in Figure

- C (a constant), and g - 0, F - 0 and lk - 0 in

For simplicity we have solved a problem identical to

3 with the identifications

K + 2 ak.
Pjt

a +ck C
2.P

(75)

(76)

With the problem thus defined, the analytic solutions in the previous sec-

tion apply. We set the parameters as follows:

' 0.1 m

h - 0.1 k32
m s

ac-lo 12 2

kt - 0.1

C - 5.E4 Pa

5f - 0.

so Mo.

s - 0.8

* . 0.5

In addition, we set the problem temperature to a value of 293 K, which will

yield a constant V. - l.E-3 kg . These parameters yield the same eigen-

values as before. The resulting comparison is shown in Table II, and

agreement is within 1.6% for all points checked.
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Table II.

r - 0 r - 0.1

t 5(0) Sanalytic () % Error s(0.l) Sanalytic 0.1) % Error

planar:

101.01 0.7872 0.7891 0.24 0.4417 0.4409 0.1

715.62 0.3981 0.4111 1.6 0.1907 0.1948 0.5

cylindrical:

77.428 0.7849 0.7838 0.13 0.4352 0.4344 0.094

565.05 0.2524 0.2521 0.03 0.1147 0.1148 0.015

C. Vapor Transport

To check the numerical solution of the two coupled vapor pressure equa-

tions, previous numerical calculations [1] are used for comparison. These

previous calculations were performed using a different numerical method

entirely, but solving identical equations. They involve a steady state

boundary value problem, in which water vapor from a fully saturated region

diffuses through a dry region of a porous medium towards a boundary main-

tained at 1 atmosphere of dry air. This problem was run for a wide range of

permeabilities and thus incorporates all three vapor transport mechanisms

(Darcy flow, binary gaseous dirfusion, and Knudsen diffusion). The solu-

tions for a constant temperature of 383 K (110CC) are shown in Figure 4.

These solutions were reproduced so closely by PETROS that the two sets of

curves would be Indistinguishable if plotted together. Parameters used in

this run were

* - 0.25

IG - 0 (planar geometry)
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APPENDIX A: USER INPUT INSTRUCTIONS

Data Deck

The input data deck is used to specify all information needed to run a

problem, with the possible exception of user supplied subroutines or func-

tions (described later). The deck is read in free format (list-directed

format) with blanks or commas used to separate numbers. Floating point

numbers may be listed in either decimal or scientific notation (E-notation),

but must contain a decimal point. Several identical numbers may be listed

by the use of an asterisk as a repetition character; thus

4.3 *3 5.6 7 *2

would be read as

4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 5.6 7 7 7

If data for a single card occupies more than 80 columns, a continuation card

may be used to list the remaining data, subject to the following rules

1) the break must be between numbers, not dividing a single number,

2) the continuation character "C" should be separated from the last digit

read by a space or comma.

Example:

4.3 6.4E4 7.93 5.6E2 C

3.66E5 5.593

Each data section is introduced by a command card which must begin in

Column 1 and appear exactly as shown below. Data pertinent to each command

card then follows that card in the order designated. These command card

"data sections" may appear in any order except that the $REGION card and

data must precede the $PROP data section. This is necessary to specify how

many regions there are, and consequently how many property values are to be

read in on each card. Certain data sections may sometimes be omitted
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altogether. For example, if the code is to be run without advancing the

temperature, then the $TEMPBC data section, which specifies temperature

boundary conditions, may be omitted. Below is a list of input variables for

each data section:

$HEADER

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The problem description may contain up to 80 characters

$REGION

NREG,IG,IREG(2),IREG(3),....IREG(NREG+l)

RR(1),RR(2) ....RR(NREG+1)

RATIO(1),RATIO(2) ,.... .RATIO(NREG)

These variables are as follows:

NREG - number of problem regions (C S NREG S 10)

IG - indicator for problem geometry

( planar
1 cylindrical
2 spherical

IREG(L) - mesh point number that begins region L. IREG(1) 1

always, so is not input. IREG(NREG+1) l IMAX the total

number of mesh points in the problem (S101)

RR(L) - spatial position that begins region L

RR(1) - left boundary position

RR(NREG+i) - right boundary position

RATIO(L) - zoning ratio for region L

>1 mesh size increasing with r

<1 mesh size decreasing with r

-1 mesh size constant
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$INIT

TEMPSAT (or "VAR")

IEDIT,ISTOP,TSTOP,DTINIT

TEMP - initial constant problem temperature

SAT - initial constant problem saturation

If initial conditions for S,T are not constant these vari-

ables are replaced by a card containing "VAR" in columns 1-

3, and a subroutine ICOND provided (see Appendix B). -

IEDIT - number of time steps between edits

ISTOP - total number of problem time steps allowed (typically a

few hundred)

TSTOP - maximum problem time (see)

Execution halts and an edit is displayed whenever ISTOP

time steps have been computed or real problem time

TSTOP, whichever comes first.

DTINIT - initial time step

This variable should usually be set smaller than the user

thinks is appropriate, in order to get the run of f to a

smooth start. If initially set too small, the time step

will accelerate to more reasonable values in Just a few

steps.

$SATBC

ILEFT,IRIGHT,VLEFT,VRIGHT (or "VAR")

ILEFT - type of saturation boundary condition (B.C.) at left

boundary (r - rin )

o -- Dirichlet B.C., s - constant

1 -- Neumann B.C., liquid mass flux - constant
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IRIGHT - type of saturation boundary condition at right boundary

(r - max)

0 -- Dirichlet B.C., s - constant

1 -- Neumann B.C., liquid mass flux - constant

VLEFT - value of left boundary condition (either saturation or

mass flux). Mass flux positive in the direction of in-

creasing r.

VRIGHT - value of right boundary condition (either saturation or

mass flux). Mass flux positive in the direction of

increasing r.

If either boundary condition is not one of these types, this card

is replaced by a card containing "VAR" in Columns 1-3, and a

subrouting SATBC provided (see Appendix B).

$VAPBC

EE(1,1),EE(1,2),EE(2,1),EE(2,2),FF(1),FF(2)

{ (or "VAR")
G(1,1),G(1,2),G(2,1),G(2,2),H(1).,H(2) (

The matrices EE and G and vectors FF and H are as defined in

Equations (51) and (52). For more general boundary conditions,

replace both cards by a single card containing "VAR" in Columns

1-3, and provide subroutine VAPBC (see Appendix B).

$TEMPBC

ILEFT,IRIGHT,VLEFT,VRIGHT (or "VAR")

ILEFT - temperature boundary condition type at left boundary

(r rmin)

0 -- Dirichlet B.C. T - constant

1 - Neumann B.C. heat flux - constant
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IRIGHT - temperature boundary condition type at right boundary

(r rmax )

0 -- Dirichlet B.C. T - constant

1 -- Neumann B.C. heat flux - constant

VLEFT - value of left boundary condition (either temperature or

heat flux). Heat flux positive in the direction of in-

creasing r.

VRIGHT - value of right boundary condition (either temperature or

heat flux). Heat flux positive in the direction of

Increasing r.

If either boundary condition is not one of these types, this card

is replaced by a card containing "VAR" in Columns 1-3, and a

subroutine TEMPBC provided (see Appendix B).

$PROP

CAPPA(1),CAPPA(2),....CAPPA(NREG)

PHI(1),PHI(2),....PHI(NREG)

PORE(1),PORE(2),....PORE(NREG)

PC(0).PC(2),....PC(NREG) (or "VAR")

IRELW,IRELG

TCWET(1),TCWET(2), .. . .TCWET(NREG)

( or "VAR")
TCDRY(l),TCDRY(2), .. . .TCDRY(NREG) )

RCPMAT(l),RCPMAT(2) ,.. ..RCPMAT(NREG)

CAPPA(L) - permeability of region L in m 2

PHI(L) - porosity of region L

PORE(L) - average pore radius for region L. This parameter is

denoted 92 in Equation (65) and is used only to com-

pute the Knudsen diffusion coefficient
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PC(L) - capillary pressure for region L. This number is used to

scale the Leverett curve included internally in the code.

If the user wishes to supply a curve, this card is re-

placed by a single card containing "VAR" in Columns 1-3

and functions PCAP and DPCDS provided (see Appendix B).

O internally supplied relative permeability

IRELW - J curve for water
1 user supplied relative permeability curve for

water. Requires function XKL (see Appendix B)

IRELG s
1

TCWET(L) -

TCDRY(L) -

RCPMAT(L) -

$CON

ICON(I)

J, CON (J)

etc.

DONE

internally supplied relative
permeability curve for gas

user-supplied relative permeability curve for
gas. Requires function XKV (see Appendix B)

thermal conductivity for fully saturated medium

(region L)

thermal conductivity for dry medium (region L). If

the user wishes to supply a variable thermal conduc-

tivity, both cards are replaced by a single card

containing "VAR" in columns 1-3, and function TC

provided (see Appendix B)

* product of density and specific heat for matrix

material only (region L). Units are J/(m**3-K)
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This data section is optional and allows the user to change problem

constants stored in the equivalenced arrays CON and ICON. A complete

list of problem constants accessible to the user as well as their

default values is included in Appendix C. (Other CON array elements

are used for storing data read in from the data deck.)

I - array index (see Appendix C)

CON(I) - desired value (may be fixed or floating point depending

on parameter)

DONE = literal occupying Columns 1-4 to inform data deck reader

that all data from this section has been read

$END

Data deck terminator (mandatory)

Control Cards

The existing version of PETROS is written in FORTRAN IV, and intended

for execution on the CDC 7600 system. No external math libraries are re-

quired unless the user desires to use additional software (such as spline-

fitting routines) to compliment some user-defined subroutine. The user then

needs only to compile the source code plus any user-defined functions or

subroutines and then execute. For Sandia users this is accomplished on the

CDC 7600 using the following job stream:

ATTACH,FXMATH.

FTN,I-INPUT,L-0.

FTN,I-INPUT.

LIBRARY,FXMATH.

LGOPL-77000.
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The second FTN card Is only included if a file Ot user-supplied subroutines

or functions is intended to be used. The FXMATH cards are only needed if

such routines are needed by user-defined functions. The input records are

then inserted in the order

PETROS source (record #1)

user-supplied FORTRAN routines (record #2)

data deck . (record #3)
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APPENDIX B: USER-SUPPLIED ROUTINES

Below is a list of optional subroutines or functions that the code may

expect, depending on the values of certain parameters in the data deck or

CON list (see Appendix A or C).

FUNCTION XKL(S,IR)

This function subprogram evaluates the liquid relative per-

meability XKL in region IR at a point where the saturation is S.

FUNCTION XKV(S,IR)

This function subprogram evaluates the gas phase relative per-

meability XKV in region IR at a point where the saturation Is S.

FUNCTION PCAP(S,IR)

This function subprogram evaluates the capillary pressure (Pa) at

a point in region IR where the saturation is S. The user is referred

to Appendix D for information on methods for interpolating data tables.

FUNCTION DPCDS(S,IR)

This function subprogram evaluates the derivative with respect to

S of the capillary pressure curve provided by FUNCTION PCAP. If it is

desired to numerically differentiate using calls to PCAP, care should

be taken so that the resulting derivative is not discontinuous at mesh

points. Otherwise, it may be advisable to differentiate the curve

prior to runtime, store the derivatives in a DATA statement, and inter-

polate the derivative data table.
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FUNCTION TC(S,T,IR)

This function subprogram evaluates the thermal conductivity at a

point in region IR whose saturation is S and whose temperature is T.

SUBROUTINE TEMPBC(ILEFT,IRIGHT,VLEFT,VRIGHT,TM,T,S,NB,IMAX)

DIMENSION T(IMAX),S(IMAX)

This subroutine sets the temperature boundary condition parameters

ILEFT,IRIGHT,VLEFT,VRIGHT (described in Appendix A) at time TM. The

saturation and temperature arrays are S and T. The parameter NB has

the value 1 when left boundary conditions are to be set, and 2 when

right boundary conditions are to be set. (This feature may be ignored

if speed is unimportant.) IMAX - mesh point at right boundary.

SUBROUTINE SATBC(ILEFT,IRIGHT,VLEFT,VRIGHT,TMT,S,NBIMAX)

DIMENSION T(IMAX),S(IMAX)

This subroutine sets the saturation boundary condition parameters

ILEFT,IRIGHT,VLEFT,VRIGHT (described in Appendix A) at time TM. Other

parameters are identical to those for TEMPBC.

SUBROUTINE VAPBC(EE,FF,G,H,TM,T,S,R,DR,NBIMAX)

DIMENSION EE(2,2),G(2,2),FF(2),H(2),T(IMAX),S(IMAX),R(IMAX),DR(IMAX)

This subroutine evaluates the boundary condition parameters for

vapor transport described by Equations (51) and (52). R(I) is the

position coordinate at mesh point I, and DR(I) - R(I+1) - R(I). Other

parameters are identical to those for TEMPBC. If needed, the user may

employ the internal function PVAP(T), which evaluates the equilibrium

vapor pressure at temperature T.
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SUBROUTINE ICOND(IRGTSRIMAX)

DIMENSION IRG(IMAX),T(IMAX),S(IMAX),R(IMAX)

This subroutine evaluates the arrays T, S to define initial condi-

tions on temperature and saturation. R(I) is the position coordinate

at mesh point I, is preset by the code, and must not be changed.

IRG(I) is the region number between mesh points I and 1+1.
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APPENDIX C: CON ARRAY

Here we list elements of the equivalenced arrays CON, ICON which may be

changed by the user (all units MKS).

ARRAY
INDEX NAME DEFAULT VALUE

1 SS 1.25

2 CEVA

3 GAMMAL

4 EPS

5 NPROV

6 IAIR

10 G

11 SMIN

12 CPL

13 CPA

1 4 CPV

15 DLDT

16 LO

17 ERRV

18 ERRA

.1

1.E-5

1000.

1. E-3

5

1

9.792

0.005

4200.

1000.

2000.

-3573.

2.256E6

1 .E-7

1 .E-3

MEANING

square root of mass ratio i ma (59 in

Equation (23)) v

evaporation rate coefficient (c in

Equation (3)). Set c - 105 i;

density of liquid water

time step truncation error (e in
Equation (57))

number of time step subintervals
(Section VI)

0 no air in problem

1 air included

acceleration of gravity

dryout threshold (for problem
termination)

specific heat for liquid water

specific heat for air (constant
pressure)

specific heat for water vapor (constant
pressure)

derivative of latent heat of vaporiza-
tion w.r.t. temperature

latent heat of vaporization of water
at 373 K

relative error tolerance (water vapor
component) for convergence of pressure
solver

relative error tolerance (air
component) for convergence of pressure
solver

b
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19 XMV 3.E-26 mass of water molecule

20 XMUV 2.E-5 gas mixture viscosity

21 XK l.38E-23 Boltzmann's constant

78 DLNSDT -2.42E-3 temperature derivative of in (surface
tension)

156 PAGUESS 1.E5 initial guess for air pressure

157 COEF 22.8 coefficient for Knudsen diffusion (see
Equation (65))

158 SZERO 0. saturation cutoff for internal liquid
relative permeability model (s in
Equation (67))

180 SONE 0.005 saturation cutoff for equilibrium model
(s1 in Equation (2))

( 0 non-equilibrium model
181 IEQUIL 0

( 1 equilibrium model

182 ALPHA 1. mixing factor for time step advance
algorithm (see Section VI)

183 POWER 4. exponent of s in expression for liquid
relative permeability (n in Equation
(67))

204 ITSOLVE 1 indicator for temperature time
advancement - 0 no temperature
advancement; 1 advances temperature
with time

205 ISSOLVE 1 indicator for saturation solution -
O no call to solver; 1 calls solver

206 IPSOLVE 1 Indicator for pressure solution -
0 no call to solver; 1 calls solver

207 ITERMAX 20 max. no. of pressure solver iterations

208 TORT 1. tortuosity factor for gas diffusion
coefficients
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APPENDIX D: INTERPOLATION OF DATA TABLES

In many situations, user-defined functions are not easily represented

analytically. In such situations it is convenient to provide a data table

covering the abscissas of interest, and then interpolate the table. This

section is provided to assist the user who may be unfamiliar with such

procedures. Two examples are given for supplying the function PCAP using

data table interpolation. The first utilizes a quadratic interpolator

internal to the code. The second example uses spline fitting routines

available from MATHLIB. The latter routines are more complicated to code,

but provide continuous first derivatives, since they represent cubic fits.

Example 1

FUNCTION PCAP(S,IR)

DIMENSION C(11)

DATA C/2.5,0.68,0.55,0.51,0.48,0.47,0.46,

XO.45,0.43,0.405,0./,N,DS/11,.1/

CALL INTERP(C,N,DS,S,PCAP,SLP)

RETURN

END

The arguments for INTERP are

C name of array to be interpolated

N dimension of array C

DS abscissa spacing (must be uniform)

S input abscissa - abscissa of C(1)

PCAP output ordinate

SLP curve derivative at S
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Since INTERP is a quadratic interpolator, the derivative may not be

continuous across a mesh point. This condition may pose problems if the

slope is to be used (say, for a capillary pressure derivative computation).

Example 2

-FUNCTION PCAP(S,IR)

DIMENSION PARR(15),SARR(15},YP(15),YPP(15),W(50)

DATA SARR/0.04,0.256,0.398,0.47,0.635,0.725,

XO.751 ,0.78,0.815,0.855,0.905,0.961p0.985,0.997,1./

DATA PARR/1510.,510..280.,210.,100.,60.,50.,

X40.,30.,20.,10.,O.,-10.,-20.,-30./

DATA INIT,N/0,15/

IF(INIT.EQ.1) GO TO 10

CALL SPLIFT(SARR,PARR,YP,YPP,N,W,IERR,O,0,0,0,0)

INIT-1

10 CALL SPLINT (SARR,PARR,YPP,N,S,PCAPPD,YPPI,1,KERR)

PCAP-PCAP*9.714E3

RETURN

END

More detail concerning the call list for the routines SPLIFT and SPLINT is

available in Reference 8.
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE PROBLEM

Consider an initially saturated multilayered soil, as shown in

Figure 5. At time t - 0, the soil is dried from above by applying a con-

stant heat flux and a drying atmosphere blowing across the top surface at

zero relative humidity. We then wish to compute the saturation and tempera-

ture profiles as functions of time.

For this problem, we will utilize the internal capillary pressure

function and simply scale the capillary pressure in each region by £7]

P (77)

where o - 0.072 nt/m is the surface tension of water. Also we will assume

that pore radii follow the law [1]

be 81 z(78)

Boundary conditions will be modeled as follows:

1) Heat

2
We impose a constant heat flux of 1000 W/m at the top boundary and

an adiabatic bottom boundary.

2) Mass

Here we use a simple mass flux boundary condition of the form

J - hs(o) , x - 0, (79)
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x=O
K=1.E-13m 2 4'=0.4

K=1.E-12 = 0.4

K=4.E-14 ; =0.3

K=1.E-12 0=0.35

K=1.E-13 4) =0.35

K= 1.E-14 ' =0.35

IMPERMEABLE BOUNDARY

X=0.1

x-0.3

x-0.36

x-0.56

x-0.76

x -1.0

Figure 5. Sample problem: drying of multilayered soil. Numbers shown are soil
porosity and permeability. Depths are in m and permeabilities
in m2.
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where h is a mass transfer coefficient, and

JR. - ,x=1. (80)

3) Vapor Flow

Here we set

Pa 1.0 x 105 P

p5 sx 0 (81)

pv = s(o)° Pvap(T(O))

and zero mass flux at x - 1. The exponent 0.2 has been chosen to

drop pv to zero smoothly as the top surface dries.

The data deck and auxiliary subroutines necessary to run this problem

are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The zoning was chosen to give approximately

uniform zones except near the drying surface where gradients are often

steep. This problem ran in 400 seconds on the CDC 7600 computer. The

resulting saturation profiles are shown in Figure 8. Code output (Table

III) consists of a series of short lines giving time step information,

followed by periodic edits. The first two lines of each edit give the step

number, time, time step, net evaporation rate and total liquid volume.

These latter two quantities are explained in detail in Section VI. For each

mesh point are then listed (in order, left to right) position, temperature

(K), saturation, water vapor pressure, saturation pressure, air pressure,

total pressure (P. + Pa), water vapor mass flux, liquid mass flux, evapora-

tion rate, and air mass flux. All units are MKS. Note that whereas
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$HEADER
SAMPLE DRYING PROBLEM
$REGION
6 0 21 40 46 66 86 101
O. 0.1 0.3 0.36 0.56 0.76 1.0
1.09 :1.*3 1.07
UINIT -
300. 0.999
50 700 5.E5 1.
$SATBC
VAR
$VAPBC
VAR
$TEMP8C
1 1 1000. 0.
$PROP
1.E-13,1.E-12,4.E-14,1.E-12,1.E-13,1.E-14
04,0.4,0.3 ,0.35,*2
1.413E-6,4.46E-6,1.033E-6,4.77E-6,1.51E-6,C
4.77E-7
1.44E5,4.55E4,1.97E5,4.27E4 C
1.35E5,4.27E5
SO'Ox
1.5 *5
0.8 *5
2.E6 *5
$CON
182 0.5
183 3
DONE
$END

Figure 6. Data deck for sample problem.
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SUBROUTINE SATBC(ILEFT,IRIGHT,VLEFT,VRIGHT,TM,T,S,NB,IMAX)
DIMENSION T(IMAX),S(IMAX)
ILEFT-1
IRIGHT-1
VLEFT--1.E-2*S(1)
VRIGHT-O.
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE VAPBC(EE,FF,G,H,TM,T,S,R,DR,NB,IMAX)
DIMENSION EE(2,2),G(2,2),FF(2),H(2),T(IMAX),S(IMAX),R(IMAX),DR(IMAX)
IF(NB.EQ.2)GO TO 10
DO 1 I-T,2
DO 1 J-1,2
EE(IJ)-O.

1 FF(I)-O.
FF(l)-(S(1)**0.2)*PVAP(T(l))
FF(2)-1.E5-FF(1)
RETURN'

10 DO 2 I-1,2
DO 2 J-1,2
G(I,J)-O.

2 H(I)-O.
0(1,1)-i.
G(2,2)-l.
RETURN-
END

Figure 7. User defined subroutines for sample problem
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Figure 8. Resulting saturation profiles at different times for sample problem.
Permeabilities of soil layers (units are m2) are, shown to aid in in-
terpretation.



Table III. Output rrom Sample Problem

STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
STEP
SSCP
STEP
STFP
STEP
STEP
STEP
ASTEP
STEP
STEp
STCP
STEP
STEp

STEp
STEp
8STEP
STEP
STEP

CON PLETF--D~s
CPMPLrTtrEDTa
CDMPLETf-DU
CbMPLbTETCDTw
CONPLrTE--DTo
COMPLTC--ODTw
ChMPLCTr--DT.
CONPLPTE--DTw
COMPLFTE--DTo
COHPLrTF-DTm
CObPLFTr--DTa
CbNPLKTr--DTo
COMPLKTF--DTo
CnMPVjrTr--DTF
COMPLETF--Dy.
CvMPLrTr--DYa
COmPLrTr--.nT.
CbMPLE TC--.OT
CONPLftE-.DY.
C6HPLFTr--DTs
CfMMLrTr--DY=
COMP7T7,--DTw

.51173w+03

.56075E*03

.50997E103

.619%29*03

.64931+03

.67896E703

.708677+0)

.73844t+03

.76830E+03

.79828t+03

.879021+03

.65953E+03

.BP993E+03

.92045E+03

.9!123K+03

.9P238C+03

. l n l40cZn4

.10474E+04

.10803F+04

.11140F+04

.1145R+o04

.11940F+04

0
STEP- so T- .24nSqE5O5 DYT .118407 +OA

NET EVApnRATTn"w .69573ta1S TOTAL LIQIIID VOl.. .21175E-01

T
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
9
10
21.
12
13
14
15
16
17

19
20
21
22
23

R
0.00000
.00136
, 00278
.00471
.00505
.00750
.00973
.01104
*01295
.01496
.01706
.01927
,02159
.02403
.02659
.07977
.03209
.035ns
.03816
.04143
.044F5
.04945
.05223

T
300.00
300.19
300.30
300.60
300.97
301 .0A
301 .30
301.56
301.83
302.11
302.41
3422.72
30 3 .OF
303.40
303. 77
304.1A
304.57
305.00
3ns545
305.94
306.45
306.90
a17,56

a
.75n7
.7506
.7506
.7505
.75n4
.7504
.7503
.7503
.7502
.7502
.7502
.7501
.7501
.7501
.75s1
.7501
.7501
.7501
.7501
.7501
.7501
.7501
.7501

Pv
.35457r+04
,35457V'+04
.35887Vt04
.363t07.fl4
.36842F+04
.37365F+04
.37922E+04
.3R51 5P+04
.39147r+n4
.39822r+04
.40542E+04
.4131 1F+04
.42117F 04
.42899srn4
.43745E+04
.446h5C+04
.45664r+04
.467537+04
.47939r+04
.49235p+04
,50653F+04
.52209E+04
.51915E+n4

PYAP
.31040r+04
.35451E+04
.35997r+04
.36350E+04
.36942F+04
.37365r+04
.37922r+04
.3R515F+n4
,39147F+04
.396?2r*04
.4n541F+04
.41311F+04
.42127r+n4
.4289eF+04
.43745r+04
.446b5F+04
.456647+04
.46752F+04
,479397V04
.49235E+q4
. 50653F+04
.52207rfn4
.5391 5704

PA
.10000r-P3
. 10000-03
. 100007-03
. 10000F-03
. 100007-03
.100007-03
.10000PV..3
.100007-03
* 10000r-03
10000r-03

. 10000r-03

.100P0E-03.10ooo0-03

.l100O0-03

. I ooor-n3

.100007-03

.10000C-03

. 100007-03
100"07F-03.1oooor-03

.100007-03

.1000O-03

P
.35457E+04
.35457E+04
.35687E*04
.36350K*04
.36842E+04
.37)651+04
.37922E+04
.385151*04
.391479+04
.39922E+04
.40542E+04
.41311E+04
.42117t+04
.428999+04
.43745r*04
.446657+04
.45664K+04
.46753E+04
.479397*04
.49235E+04
.506537+04
.5229E7+04
.53915,+04

VFLUX
0.
-.645607-09
-.7n374r-09
-.71242F-09
-. 721497r-o
-.73114E-00
-. 74142t-09
-. 7523sr-0s
-.76409E-08
-.77661E-08
-.79994E-09
-.7985SE-08
-. 72747t-08
-.75042r-ng
-. 77550r-0o
-. 00249E-08
-.91597r-0s
-. 86303r-09
-. 997109-08
-.93411r-09
-.974417-09
-.10114F-07
-. 10666K-47

, LrLUX
.14090E-10

-. 12965F7oO
-,89571F-08
-. 16242E-07
-.23316E-07
-.30042E-07
-.363P7E-07
-. 42322E-07
-. 47874r-07
-. 52877r-07
-. 574687-07
-. 615997-07
-. 66092V-07
-. 69759E-07
-. 73072K-07
-. 76026F-07
-. 7q8277-07
-.91 494-07
-.84061E-07
-. 8662br-07
-. 89244E-07
-.919R2E-07
-. 949057-07

EVAP
0.
-.49310c-05
-.12423E-06
-. 56622E-07
-.56317K-07
-. 57100C-07
-. 57912K-07
-.59920E-07
-. 598359-07
-. 60964E-07
-.617917-07
.599527-08
.256977.06

-. 91895C-07
-.95683_-07
-. 90033r-07
-. 100667-06
-. 10341C-06
-. 106907-06
-.11059E-06
-. 114729-06
-.11932E-06
e. 12447-06

AFLUX
0.

-,232691-17
-*238657-17
-4241331-17
-.24423fe17
-.24726C-17
-. 250491-17
0,25391r-17
-.25757C-17
-,26149C-17
".26565r-17
-,26495C-17
-. 24400r-17
-.2S1347-17
-.25935R'17
-. 267967-17
-,27721P-17

-.21719r-17
-.297971-17
-,309651-17
.,32234F-17
-.3361 5-17
-.35124P-17



the primitive variables p,s, and T are defined at mesh points, all fluxes

are defined halfway between mesh points. Thus, for example, fluxes listed

opposite node 23 would be appropriate at the control volume boundary between

nodes 23 and 24. For this reason, fluxes opposite IMAX are undefined and

always listed as zero. In a similar manner, the evaporation rate is defined

at interior mesh points and listed as zero at I-1 and IMAX.
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APPENDIX F: CODE MESSAGES

PETROS contains a modest number of error messages and execution diag-

nostics which can aid the user as to what is taking place during an

execution. They are as follows:

Input Errors

COMMAND CARD ERROR

DATA CARD ERROR IN XXXXX SECTION

INPUT DATA ERROR --- ILLEGAL
CHARACTER

INPUT DATA ERROR --- MISSING CARD

INPUT DATA ERROR --- NO MANTISSA
WITH EXPONENT

Interpretation

One of the command cards is incorrect.
See Appendix A.

One of the data cards in the named
section has too many or too few
numbers.

The last input line printed has an
illegal character.

Reader encountered an EOF when trying
to read a data card.

The letter E has been read without a
number preceeding it.

Execution Errors

NO PRESSURE CONVERGENCE AFTER
XX ITERATIONS
MAX ERROR IN PV - XXXXX
MAX ERROR IN PA - XXXXX

The pressure solver was unable to pro-
duce a self-consistent solution for
p and pa after ITERMAX iterations.
Relative errors listed show how close
the solver was to convergence and
which variable failed to converge.
This diagnostic occurs most often when
temperatures pass the boiling point in
a high permeability material.

Execution Diagnostics

STEP COMPLETE -- DT-XXXX

REPEATING STEP -- NEW DT - XXXX

PROBLEM TERMINATION -- TOTAL
DRYOUT

PRESSURE CONVERGENCE IN XX
ITERATIONS

A time step has been successfully
completed with time step of XXXX.

New time step too large, step is being
repeated with a smaller time step.

The problem has been terminated
because S < SMIN everywhere.

Pressure convergence achieved. This
message is only printed when more than
10 iterations were required.
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